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Welcome to Finch Academy

• We at Finch Academy believe that the first years of  a child’s life are critical to 

the development of  a positive, self-confident, and capable learner.  We also 

believe that a clean, safe nurturing, high quality, developmentally appropriate 

environment is beneficial to the child.  Our purpose is to provide this type of  

quality program for the children in the community, which incorporates a 

curriculum designed to enhance learning at each age.



• Finch Academy provides services for children six (6) weeks to twelve (12) 
years of  age.  Curriculum programs are utilized in each age group to 
encourage the intellectual growth and physical development of  the children. 

• Programs are designed with developmental parameters as guidelines to 
ensure the success of  each child.  Children learn through experience, 
therefore, our program will provide children with a large variety of  activities 
that will allow for success and encourage advancement in all areas of  
development.  The facility is designed to provide a comfortable, efficient, 
secure, and stimulating environment for children.



Our Handbook

• The parent handbook is designed to provide specific information about the 

Center.  It includes a description of  policies and procedures, philosophy, role 

of  the staff, goals for the children and expectations of  parents.  We 

hope you will find this booklet beneficial, informative and helpful in making 

you more familiar with the program and thereby more comfortable with the 

Center.  It is essential that we work closely with parents in providing 

their children with the benefit of  high quality childcare and education.



Our Curriculum

“A School of  Advanced Academics”



Infants

• Curriculum is the daily activity, both planned and unplanned.  The 
curriculum is woven around daily needs of  the infants- maintaining their 
health, nutrition and comfort throughout the day.  For instance, diapering is 
also a time for lots of  repetitive speech, sound games and giggling.  Bottle 
time might include chanting, singing or just fun cooing time.  The infant also 
spends lots of  time on their bellies and backs exercising those larger and 
small muscle groups.  Our infant schedule includes, story time, music and 
movement, finger plays, early literacy and outdoor time (When weather 
permits).



Thank you so much for trusting us with your precious little one!!!!

The following is a list of things that will help you prepare for our infant room.

•1. Prepare and label all bottles daily with infant’s First and Last Name, and the current date.
You may purchase the cute pre-made baby labels, however, we suggest using masking tape and a sharpie to label.  It won’t wipe 

off, it provides easy removal without the “gooey” buildup and it’s most cost efficient.  Prepare the number of bottles you feel your 

infant will need for his/her stay at the Center.

*Using simply a sharpie on the bottle will not suffice, as it will wash off easily.

• We Need Your Email Address
We use Daily Connect, a “real time” app to keep you informed during your infants day in care.  Using daily connect, you are able 

to log on via internet or purchase the app to see when and what your infant eats, diapering habits and activities during the day. All 

we need is your email address and you will be sent an invitation to join.

•Stock your infant’s cubby.
To prevent the clutter of diaper bags we ask each parent to stock infant’s cubby. Parents may stock weekly- infant’s diapers, 

wipes, change of clothes, any ointment, or Vaseline, etc. When your infant is running low on an item, the teacher will indicate 

so on DAILY CONNECT.

4. No shoes on the infant floor!
Parents you are more than welcomed to enter the infant room for interaction with your infant.  We ask that before you leave the 

tiled area, you remove your shoes. Our infants get plenty of floor developmental time and we want to make sure the floor stays 

sanitized. 

5. ORGANIC Baby Food
Finch Academy provides organic baby food for all infants-- No chemicals, no preservatives and IT’S YUMMY.  

Our menu includes fresh veggie and fruit purees at a consistency for each stage.  We begin pureed meats in the stage 2 and 3 

menu.  



Toddlers

• Our Toddler Program focuses on building positive self-esteem, encouraging language 
development, introducing social skills, and independent toileting.  The best style of  
education for this group is through teacher guided play and instruction.  Toddlers are 
explorers and we have developed a creative environment and program that encourages their 
daily adventure.  Each day our toddlers participate in activities including a curriculum of  
songs, finger plays, stories, science, creative art and gross motor activities.  When your child 
becomes verbal and displays readiness signs, we will begin ‘potty training”.  Group potty 
training obtains results through encouragement, repetitiveness and positive rewards for 
ANY effort.  The toddler schedule includes an active morning and afternoon curriculum, 
snack times, lunch and naptime.  Due to the nature of  toddlers, our activities are short, 
physical and hands on, very flexible and interspersed toileting.



Toddler Room Checklist

• 2 blankets for nap time

• A complete change of  clothes  (shirt, pants, socks)

• Diapers/pullups and wipes

• NO SIPPIE CUPS ALLOWED



Potty Training Procedures

• Parents should start potty training at home.  The staff  will reinforce parents’ 

efforts to help children become potty trained. We believe in encouraging and 

assessing the child in his/her attempts at independence and will praise them 

when the child tries or is successful.  Children will begin potty training in the 

1-year program and will continue potty training in the 2-year program.  

POTTY TRAINING MUST BE COMPLETE BEFORE ADVANCING TO 

THE PRESCHOOL  PROGRAM. 



Pre-school and Pre-K

• Our Pre-school and Pre-Kindergarten curriculum is an individualized 
integrated program that concentrates on phonics, early math and science and 
social concepts.  By focusing on advanced learning in these areas, our 
program exceeds the expectations for Kindergarten preparation.  We offer a 
full day program so your child has time to expand reading and math skills as 
well as participate in enrichment programs such as dramatics, computers, 
music, art, and special field trips.  Our teaching uses a collection of  
curriculum and recourses, which places our children at least one grade ahead 
in all areas of  learning.



Elementary Classes

• Our Elementary class is a combined group of  Kindergarten through 6th

Grade students.  Our lesson plans are orchestrated to reach each students 

individualized needs. 

• SEE THE DIRECTOR TO DISCUSS DETAILS REGARDING THIS 

PROGRAM



Assessments

• One of  the most important parts of  our program is the assessment that each 

child receives shortly after enrollment.  Based on this assessment 

information, our teachers customize their lesson plans to meet the needs of  

each child enrolled.  The assessment also gives us a way to accurately track 

your child’s developmental progress.



Parent Involvement

• We at Finch Academy believe we, along with parents, are a team in providing 

the best education for your children. We encourage you to visit the Center at 

any time during program hours.  Parental involvement is valued and 

therefore encouraged.  Parents may bring special interest activities to the 

academy but please consult the Director before doing so.

• We also ask any parent available to speak to the Director regarding 

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES.



Admissions
• Enrollment priority is given on first come, first serve basis when space is available.  To register a child 

for placement at Finch Academy, a parent or guardian must complete an application for enrollment 
and pay registration fee.  All forms contained in the application packet must be completed and on file 
prior to the child’s first day.  Forms required are:

• Application for Enrollment

• Medical Care Information 

• Infant Feeding Schedule (if  applicable)

• Transportation Agreement (if  applicable)

• Immunization Record (Form 3231)

• Income Eligibility Form for CACFP

In the event that custody is an issue, a notarized court order outlining the custody arrangement must be 
on file.  The child’s immunization record must stay current.  When enrolling a child, complete application 
checklist, date, initial, and place in child’s file. It is the parent’s responsibility to notify the Center of  any 
changes in enrollment information as soon as possible.  Changes might include a change of  address, 
phone number, family status or medical condition.



Tuition is due by the close of  business on Friday, prior to the start of  the 

daycare week.

If  payments are made after the close of  business on Friday, a $25 late fee is 

assessed by Monday morning and $5 for every pick-up and drop-off  time 

thereafter.  Children will not be allowed to remain at the Center if  fees are not 

made current on Tuesday morning. 

If  a holiday occurs in which the center is closed on a Friday, tuition is due the 

last day of  operation before the holiday.  Failure to pay fees at designated time 

will result in the dismissal of  students from the Center.  

The policy applies whether the child is present or absent .  

Tuition and Payment Information



Tuition and Payment Information (cont’d)

• There is an initial registration fee of  $50 then an yearly registration fee of  $35 per 
family.

• There are NO REFUNDS granted for pre-paid tuition   payments.

• No adjustments will be made for absences due to illness, holidays, extended 
periods of  family travel, weather closures, or emergencies due to 
circumstances beyond control (i.e lengthy loss of  utilities).

• A charge of  $40 will be made for all returned checks.  Once the first check is 
returned, Finch Academy retains the right to require all further payments be made 
by cash or money order.  Late fees apply from the original due date until payment is 
made



Program Weekly Rate Annual Rate

(42 academic weeks)

Add’l child Discount

Infant Care (6 weeks to 15 months) $140 n/a $130

Toddler Class $140 n/a $130

Preschool- Pre-Kindergarten $135 $5670.00 $125

Kindergarten – 3rd Grade $135 $5880.00 $125

4th Grade – 6th Grade $165 $6930.00 $155

After Care Program $55 n/a No discount

Summer Camp (Ages 6 and Up) $75 $600 ( 8 week Program) No discount

2015-2016 Tuition Schedule

WE ACCEPT CAPS



Hours and Closings

• The Center is open Monday-Friday from 6:30 am to 7:00pm except for 
scheduled holidays.  The Center will be closed on the following paid holidays:

• New Year’s Day * Dr. Martin Luther King Birthday

• Good Friday * Memorial Day * Labor Day * Independence Day  
*Thanksgiving Day * Day after Thanksgiving

• Christmas Eve * Christmas Day * Day after Christmas *

• (Any changes will be indicated on School year calendar given out at the 
beginning of  each school year)



2016- 2017 CalendarAUGUST

8 MONDAY FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL

SEPTEMBER

5- MONDAY SCHOOL CLOSED---LABOR DAY

OCTOBER

7      FRIDAY ELEMENTARY FALL BREAK-

NO SCHOOL- ELEMENTARY ONLY

PRE-SCHOOL/PRE-K  ACADEMIC FREE DAY

NOVEMBER

23-25    WED - FRI SCHOOL CLOSED ---

Thanksgiving Holiday

DECEMBER

16     FRIDAY END OF SEMESTER

19-22 ELEMENTARY HOLIDAY CAMP

23-26   FRI-MON SCHOOL CLOSED- CHRISTMAS

27-30 ELEMENTARY HOLIDAY CAMP

JANUARY

2      MON SCHOOL CLOSED- NEW YEAR HOLIDAY

3      TUESDAY ELEMENTARY CLOSED

4       WED FIRST DAY OF SECOND SEMESTER

16       MONDAY SCHOOL CLOSED – MLK JR. B-DAY

FEBRUARY

17        FRIDAY ACADEMIC FREE DAY

MARCH

10             FRIDAY ACADEMIC FREE DAY

APRIL

3-7 MON- FRI ELEMENTARY SPRING BREAK CAMP

14   - FRIDAY GOOD FRIDAY SCHOOL CLOSED

MAY

25                THURS LAST DAY OF SCHOOL

26 FRI PRESCHOOL, PRE-K, AND ELEMENTARY

CLOSED

27- SAT END OF THE YEAR COMMENCEMENT   

2PM @ STONECREST LIBRARY

29   - MONDAY MEMORIAL DAY SCHOOL CLOSED

JUNE 5                        SUMMER CAMP BEGINS



UNIFORMS
Mandatory during the school year for ages 2 and up

Girls:

• White, Yellow, Gold or Burgundy Polo or Peter Pan 

Tops

• Khaki Color Uniform Pants, shorts, skorts, or jumpers

Boys:

• White, Yellow, Gold, Burgundy Polo or Button Down 

Tops

• Khaki Color Uniform Pants or shorts

• We enforce a strict uniform policy.  Any parent who 

does not send their student to school  “Dressed for 

Success” as we call it, will be called for immediate 

pick up or to provide a change of  clothes.

• Maroon Blazers:  Mandatory for Elementary; 

optional for Preschool

• Shoes and Socks:  

• We do allow students to be more expressive with shoe 

selection; however, we do ask parents to use proper 

judgement in disallowing any shoes that could pose as 

a distraction during class time. 

• Light up, Noise making shoes and Sandals are 

prohibited.



Procedures
• Breakfast is served from 6:45 am to 8:15 am.  All students arriving after 8:15 

should be fed before arrival.

• Classes begin at 8:40 am.  We urge parents to contact instructors if  their student 

will arrive late.  This way instructors will be able to arrange his or her lesson for 

the day.

• STUDENTS MAY NOT ARRIVE AFTER 10AM. (Unless granted prior 

permission from the Director) Due to the extent of  our academic program, 

students will not benefit from the lessons of  the day after this time and will only 

interrupt the schedule.

• Lunch is provided for all students enrolled.  Outside food is NOT permitted 

unless permission is granted by the Director.



Procedures (cont’d)

• Except for toys that are needed to help ease your child’s transition from home, or at 

other special times, we ask that toys be left at home or in your car.  Any item brought 

from home should be clearly labeled with your child’s full name.  Guns and war toys 

are not considered appropriate tools for learning and may not be brought to the 

Center. Finch Academy is not responsible for broken or lost toys.



Finch Academy Staff

Quality Staff  members are essential in providing a program maintaining high standards of  care and education.  Finch 

Academy personnel are chosen for their background and experience as well as their nurturing abilities.  We employ 

people who are warm and nurturing, who understand child development, who can apply their knowledge in the 

classroom, and who respect each child as an individual.

Each member of  our staff  undergoes an extensive background check, which includes a criminal records check.  We 

also have on file written references from previous employers and supervisors.

Continuing education is an important part of  working at the Center.  Each staff  member attends training in first aid, 

communicable disease recognition, child abuse prevention and recognition, child development, and teaching methods.  

Regardless of  educational background or training, staff  members must receive a minimum of  10 hours of  in-service 

each year.  

Teachers meet with individual parents to review each child’s progress throughout the year.  A minimum of  two 

parent/teacher conferences are held a year.  Additional conferences may be scheduled at any time. If  you have any 

concerns or need assistance with problems related to the Center, you may discuss these concerns with the Director.  



Discipline

Discipline, i.e. guidance, will always be positive, productive and immediate when behavior is inappropriate.  

The goal of  the Center is to help children develop a positive self-image.  We hope to encourage children to be 

self-directed and exhibit self-control.  Children need the opportunity to build self-esteem.  Therefore, such 

practices that will humiliate or shame a child will not be used.  No child will be humiliated, shamed, frightened, or 

subjected to verbal or physical abuse by staff  or by parents on the premises or when participating in any planned 

activity. 

Children whose behavior endangers others or extremely interfere with the academic program will be supervised 

away from other children.  The staff  will then discuss problem with the child and any other concerned parties.  

Time out will be use when a child is emotionally out of  control and needs private time to regain control.  To 

provide a safe learning environment for all children, violent, harmful or dangerous behavior and use of  

inappropriate language will not be permitted.  Each incident of  misbehavior will be discussed with parents 

and the incident recorded.  If  these types of  behaviors become more than isolated instances and cannot be 

changed quickly; Finch Academy reserve the right to dismiss these children from the Center.

Suspected incidents of  child abuse, neglect, or deprivation shall be reported to the local Department of  

Family and Children’s Services.



Termination of  Services
• The rights and responsibilities of  the customer were examined very closely when these termination 

policies and procedures were being developed.

• Children may be terminated from the program based on abuse and neglect of  the parent rules and 
guidelines or the continued harmful, dangerous or destructive behavior of  the child.  The main reasons 
for termination of  services include unpaid fees, immunization record not up-to-date as required, and 
disruptive or abnormal behavior.  If  termination of  services are necessary, the following procedures 

will be taken:

• 1.Parent will be notified to bring the situation to their attention.

• 2.Written warning of  termination

• 3.Termination from the program if  the situation continues.  

• The parent or guardian will be advised in writing of  the effective date of  termination.  The written 
notice also contains the reason for termination.  



Health and Hygiene 

• Children need to develop health habits.  We practice hand washing before meals and 
snacks, after toilet use and at other times during the day as necessary. Children are 
encouraged to use tissues and to cover their mouth when they sneeze or cough.  
Small toys that have been “mouthed” are washed and sanitized after use.  

• The staff  members generally use gloves for food services and during diaper 
changes.  This is for the protection of  the staff  as well as your child.  In a group 
setting, more “clinical” procedures are required than would be necessary at home.  
Cleanliness and good hygiene are important to us and we want your child to be 
happy and healthy.



Health and Hygiene (Cont’d)

• We ask that you help us in developing a safe environment by encouraging 

proper hygiene procedures at home.  The more your child practices, the 

more habitual the practices become.  These practices include but are not 

limited to, proper toileting procedures, handwashing, and coughing/sneezing.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP IN KEEPING OUR CHILDREN HEALTHY.



ILLNESS PROCEDURES

• For health and safety of  all children, we ask that children not be brought to 

the Center if  they are not well enough to participate in a normal day’s 

activities.  All children are greeted by a staff  member upon arrival and 

checked to be sure that they are well enough to remain in the Center



ILLNESS PROCEDURES
The following are signs that signal illness and children will not be allowed to 

attend: 

• A fever of  100 degrees Fahrenheit 

• Skin rash other than a localized diaper rash

• Diarrhea and/or vomiting two or more 

times in the same day

• Evidence of  lice infestation

• Sever coughing, causing the child to 

become red or blue in the face or to make 

whooping cough

• Difficult or rapid breathing

• Yellowish skin or eyes

• Pink eye

• Unusually dark urine and/or gray or white stool

• Stiff  neck

• Untreated infected skin patches

Should your child become sick during the day, 
he/she will be isolated with a caregiver, and 
you will be contacted FOR IMMEDIATE 

PICKUP. 



ILLNESS PROCEDURES (cont’d)

• If  we become aware of  a communicable disease affecting children in the Center, a 
health alert will be posted.  We will attempt to indicate the earliest symptoms so that 
additional exposure can be avoided.  

• In the event of  a serious illness or accident and we are unable to contact you or a 
person you have designated for instructions, we will make every effort to contact 
your physician and/or make use of  your preferred hospital.  If  you have not 
specified a hospital or physician, children may be taken to Dekalb Medical Hospital 
at Hillandale. 



Accident Procedures

• Children playing hard with other children are bound to get hurt at some time 

or another.  Most of  these times, the injuries are minor.  For these non-

serious accidents (bumps and scratches) or incidents like biting, you will be 

notified by the caregiver in your child’s room.  This notification will occur in 

writing or via Daily Connect or RemindME.



Medication Procedures

• It is extremely helpful if  you can administer medication before or after 

Academy hours.  However, there may be times when your child needs 

medication during the day.  The Director can administer dated, labeled 

medicine in its original container if  you have completely filled out a 

Medication Form.  Medications will be administered twice daily at the times 

indicated on the medication form.  You will be notified of  any adverse 

reaction your child has to the medication.  Medication Forms are available in 

lobby area.



Allergies and Special Needs

• If  your child has allergies, please 
discuss this with the Director and your 
child’s teacher. Be sure to indicate ALL 
allergies on your child’s enrollment 
application.

• We will make every effort to 
accommodate your child’s special 
needs.  The Director will make a 
decision during the intake process as to 
whether the academy can adequately 
provide for the needs of  a special 
needs child.  A specific written policy 
will be designed for each special needs 
child by the Director and parent before 
enrollment. 



Nutrition Program

“We serve Organic Meals”
• Finch Academy provides nutritionally balanced snacks, meals, and cooking activities.  The Center’s nutritional 

program is guided by providing healthy foods that will help children develop lifelong sound eating habits.  

• Parents of  children under 12 months of  age are to provide all formula/breastmilk in prepared bottles labeled 
with the infants full name and current date.  The center provides age appropriate baby food for infants.  A 
feeding form is available for you to communicate your preferences of  daily feeding plans to your caregiver.  

• Children over one year of  age are served a nutritious breakfast, lunch and afternoon snack.  Menus are 
nutritious, meet all USDA requirements, and appeal to children.  Seconds are offered to children.

• Special diets required by a physician need to be described in writing and signed by a doctor.  Families who are 
vegetarian or have cultural or religious limitations on certain foods must indicate restrictions in writing.  

• We make every effort to provide special diets but may ask parent to provide certain items.  

Since we like to celebrate your child’s birthday at school, we encourage you to bring nutritious and age 
appropriate “treats” to help celebrate the occasion.  Please do not bring chocolate, chewing gum, or any other 
treats high in sugar or that could become a choking hazard.



Safety and Security

• For your peace of  mind and the safety of  your child, children must be signed in and out by parents, or a 
person you have specifically authorized.  No child will be released to anyone without your authorized.  
If  custody is an issue, we must have a notarized court order on file outlining the custody arrangement.  
Identification may be requested from any person picking up a child.  

• Parents are expected to bring their child into the building and see that he/she is under the supervision of  
his/her teacher before leaving the premises.  Please walk your child to the classroom and help him/her 
get settled.  We encourage you to share with teachers any of  your specific concerns or instructions.  No 
child may be left at the Center without completing the sign-in process.  Please do not leave your child 
unattended for any reason.  At the end of  the day, pick up your child from his/her group and sign out.  Do 
not allow him/her to roam around the Center without your supervision.

• All staff  members have training to recognize signs of  neglect or abuse.  They are all required by 
Georgia law to report any suspensions of  child abuse or neglect.  



Weather Emergencies

• Finch Academy is open whenever possible of  regularly scheduled days, during 
normal hours.  Should you have a concern that severe weather conditions will 
prevent the Center from opening, please call ahead to be sure that staff  have been 
able to get in and that there are no prohibitive problems.  

• Please check local news for School Closing. 

• In the event of  an emergency, parents will be notified.  Staff  will contact parents 
using the telephone number on file.  In the event a parent cannot be reached, the 
emergency contact person will be notified.    



Emergency Evacuation

• Evacuation drills are help regularly at the Center.  Should an emergency 

occur that would require evacuation of  the Center, you will be notified as 

soon as possible.  In the event of  emergency evacuation, children will be 

taken to Marbut Theme School.  You will be asked to pick up your child if  

the emergency is expected to last a significant length of  time.  If  you are at 

the Center the time of  a drill or an emergency, you are requested to follow 

our procedures and evacuate the building immediately along with the 

children.  



Additonal Items Needed

• Updated Immunization Form 3231

• Food Program Eligibility Form (Provided by the Center)

• Medical Emergency Form (Provided by the Center)

• Center Agreement (Provided by the Center)

Infants Only

• Infant Feeding Form

• Formula Agreement



Welcome to the Finch Academy Family!!!!!!!

Thank You so Much

for trusting us to care for

and educate your children.


